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SUMMARY SECTION

Bridge Builder Core Plus Bond Fund

Investment Objective

The investment objective of the Bridge Builder Core Plus Bond Fund (the “Fund” or the “Core Plus Bond Fund”) is to
provide total return (capital appreciation plus income).

Fees and Expenses of the Fund

The following table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the Fund. You may pay
other fees, such as annual program or administrative fees for participating in Edward Jones Advisory Solutions® (“Advisory
Solutions”), which are not reflected in the table and examples below.

Annual Fund Operating Expenses
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)

Management Fees(1) 0.36%
Distribution and Service (12b-1) Fees None
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses (AFFE)(2) 0.03%
Other Expenses 0.02%

Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses(3) 0.41%
Less Waivers(1) (0.23)%

Net Annual Fund Operating Expenses(3) 0.18%

(1) Olive Street Investment Advisers, LLC (the “Adviser”) has contractually agreed, until at least October 28, 2023, to waive its
management fees to the extent management fees to be paid to the Adviser exceed the management fees the Fund is required to pay the
Fund’s sub-advisers. This contractual agreement may only be changed or eliminated before October 28, 2023 with the approval of the
Board of Trustees (the “Board”). Such waivers are not subject to reimbursement by the Fund.

(2) AFFE are indirect fees and expenses that the Fund incurs from investing in shares of other mutual funds, including exchange-traded
funds.

(3) The Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses and Net Annual Fund Operating Expenses in this fee table do not correlate to the expense
ratios in the Fund’s Financial Highlights because the Financial Highlights include only the direct operating expenses incurred by the
Fund, and exclude AFFE.

Example

This Example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The Example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time periods indicated and then redeem all of your
shares at the end of those periods. The Example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the
Fund’s operating expenses remain the same (taking into account the Adviser’s agreement to waive management fees until
October 28, 2023). Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions your costs would be:

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
$18 $108 $207 $495

Portfolio Turnover

The Fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A
higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate higher transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are
held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual fund operating expenses or in the Example, affect
the Fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was 283% of the average
value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies

The Fund invests, under normal market conditions, at least 80% of its net assets (plus the amount of borrowings for
investment purposes) in fixed income securities of any maturity or duration and other instruments, such as derivatives, with
economic characteristics similar to fixed income securities, and certain investment companies that seek to track the
performance of fixed income securities. The Fund’s assets are allocated across different fixed income market sectors and
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maturities. Most of the Fund’s investments are in fixed income securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. government or its
agencies; corporate bonds; convertible securities; corporate commercial paper; asset-backed securities (“ABS”), including
collateralized loan obligations (“CLOs”) and other collateralized debt obligations (“CDOs”); privately-issued securities
(e.g., Rule 144A securities); floating rate securities; inflation-linked securities (including Treasury Inflation Protected
Securities (“TIPS”) issued by the U.S. Treasury) and other inflation-indexed bonds issued both by governments and
corporations; structured securities; and mortgage-related and mortgage-backed securities (“MBS”), including pass-through
securities, collateralized mortgage obligations (“CMOs”), adjustable rate mortgage securities (“ARMs”), interest-only
securities (“IOs”), principal-only securities (“POs”), inverse floaters, sub-prime MBS, privately-issued MBS, commercial
MBS (“CMBS”), and mortgage dollar rolls. A mortgage dollar roll is a transaction in which the Fund sells mortgage-related
securities for immediate settlement and simultaneously purchases the same type of securities for forward settlement at a
discount. The Fund may purchase or sell securities which it is eligible to purchase or sell on a when-issued and delayed-
delivery basis and may make contracts to purchase or sell such securities for a fixed price at a future date beyond normal
settlement time (forward commitments), including to be announced MBS (“TBA”). The purchase or sale of securities on a
when-issued basis or on a delayed delivery basis or through a forward commitment involves the purchase or sale of
securities by the Fund at an established price with payment and delivery taking place in the future.

The Fund also invests, under normal market conditions, in a “plus” portfolio of high yield securities deemed below
investment grade, also known as “junk bonds,” or in unrated securities that a sub-adviser believes are of comparable quality
to instruments that are so rated. The Fund’s investments in junk bonds may include bonds in default. The Fund considers
investment grade securities to be those securities that are rated at or above Baa3 by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.
(“Moody’s”), BBB- by Standard & Poor’s Corporation (“S&P”), or an equivalent rating by another nationally recognized
securities rating organization (“NRSRO”), or securities that are unrated but deemed by a sub-adviser to be comparable in
quality to instruments that are so rated. The Fund may also invest in convertible securities rated below investment grade,
including convertible bonds and convertible preferred stocks.

The Fund may invest in securities issued by foreign entities, including emerging market securities, and obligations of
non-U.S. governments or their subdivisions, agencies and government-sponsored enterprises. In addition, the Fund may
invest in a variety of loans, including bank loans, bridge loans, debtor-in-possession loans and mezzanine loans. The Fund’s
investments in bank loans are generally acquired as a participation interest in, or assignment of, loans originated by a lender
or other financial institution. The Fund may also invest in other investment companies, including other open-end or
closed-end investment companies and exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”) that have characteristics that are consistent with the
Fund’s investment objective. The Fund may invest in futures, primarily interest rate, currency, and U.S. Treasury futures,
and in swaps, including interest rate, credit default, total return, and currency swaps. In addition, the Fund may invest in
forward contracts. The Fund may buy or sell futures, swaps, or forward contracts to gain or hedge exposure to risk factors or
to alter the Fund’s investment characteristics. From time to time, the Fund may also enter into repurchase agreements.

The Fund’s portfolio is constructed by combining the investment styles and strategies of multiple sub-advisers that have
been or will be retained by the Adviser (each a “Sub-adviser”). Each Sub-adviser may use both its own proprietary and
external research and securities selection processes to manage its allocated portion of the Fund’s assets. The Fund is
designed to allow managers to invest in various fixed income market sectors.

Portfolio securities may be sold at any time. Sales may occur when a Sub-adviser seeks to take advantage of what a
Sub-adviser considers to be a better investment opportunity, when a Sub-adviser believes the portfolio securities no longer
represent relatively attractive investment opportunities, when a Sub-adviser perceives deterioration in the credit
fundamentals of the issuer, or when a Sub-adviser believes it would be appropriate to do so in order to readjust the asset
allocation of its portion of the Fund’s investment portfolio.

The Adviser is responsible for determining the amount of Fund assets allocated to each Sub-adviser. The Adviser allocates
Fund assets to the following Sub-advisers: BlackRock Investment Management LLC (“BlackRock”), Loomis, Sayles &
Company, L.P. (“Loomis Sayles”), Metropolitan West Asset Management, LLC (“MetWest”), and Pacific Investment
Management Company LLC (“PIMCO”). The Adviser may adjust allocations to the Sub-advisers at any time or make
recommendations to the Board with respect to the hiring, termination or replacement of a Sub-adviser. Below is a summary
of each Sub-adviser’s principal investment strategies.

BlackRock’s Principal Investment Strategies

In managing its allocated portion of the Fund’s assets, BlackRock will buy or sell securities whenever its portfolio
management team sees an appropriate opportunity. Under normal circumstances, BlackRock invests primarily in fixed
income securities and derivatives with similar economic characteristics. BlackRock may invest in investment grade fixed-
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income securities, obligations of the U.S. Treasury or any U.S. Government agency or instrumentality, TIPS and other
inflation-linked bonds, MBS and ABS, corporate debt securities of U.S. and foreign issuers, bank loans, and cash
equivalents. BlackRock may also invest in Rule 144A securities and other private placement transactions. BlackRock may
invest in high yield, or “junk,” securities, including convertible bonds, convertible preferred stocks and other securities
attached to bonds or other fixed-income securities. BlackRock may also invest in foreign securities, including in emerging
markets. BlackRock may invest in derivatives such as currency-related derivatives and swaps to obtain investment exposure,
enhance return, or “hedge” or protect its allocated portion of the Fund’s assets from an unfavorable shift in the value or rate
of a reference instrument. BlackRock may also invest in structured securities, mortgage dollar rolls, investment companies,
forward commitments and when-issued and delayed delivery securities and repurchase agreements.

Loomis Sayles’ Principal Investment Strategies

Three themes typically drive Loomis Sayles’ investment approach with respect to its allocated portion of the Fund’s assets.
First, Loomis Sayles generally seeks fixed-income securities of issuers whose credit profiles it believes are improving.
Second, Loomis Sayles may invest significantly in securities the prices of which Loomis Sayles believes are more sensitive
to events related to the underlying issuer than to changes in general interest rates or overall market default rates. Loomis
Sayles relies primarily on issue selection as the key driver to investment performance. Loomis Sayles will manage the
interest rate risks in the portfolio but believes that anticipating changes in rate levels is not the primary source of added
value. Third, Loomis Sayles analyzes different sectors of the economy and differences in the yields (“spreads”) of various
fixed-income securities in an effort to find securities that it believes may produce attractive returns in comparison to these
securities’ risks. Loomis Sayles generally prefers securities that are protected against calls (early redemption by the issuer).

MetWest’s Principal Investment Strategies

MetWest seeks to maximize current income and pursues above average total return consistent with prudent investment
management over a full market cycle. MetWest employs a value-oriented fixed income management philosophy and an
investment process predicated on a long-term economic outlook, which is determined by the investment team on a quarterly
basis and is reviewed constantly. Investments are characterized by diversification among the sectors of the fixed income
marketplace. The investment management team seeks to achieve the desired outperformance through the measured and
disciplined application of five fixed income management strategies which include duration management, yield curve
positioning, sector allocation, security selection, and opportunistic execution.

PIMCO’s Principal Investment Strategies

In selecting securities for its allocated portion of the Fund’s assets, PIMCO seeks to achieve the Fund’s investment
objective by investing in a multi-sector portfolio of Fixed Income Instruments (as defined below) of varying maturities,
which may be represented by derivatives, such as forwards, futures contracts, or swap agreements. “Fixed Income
Instruments” for purposes of PIMCO’s principal investment strategies include securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S.
Government, its agencies or government-sponsored enterprises; corporate debt securities of U.S. and non-U.S. issuers,
including convertible securities and corporate commercial paper; MBS and other ABS; inflation-indexed bonds issued both
by governments and corporations; structured notes, including hybrid or “indexed” securities and event-linked bonds; bank
capital and trust preferred securities; loan participations and assignments; delayed funding loans and revolving credit
facilities; bank certificates of deposit, fixed time deposits and bankers’ acceptances; repurchase agreements on Fixed
Income Instruments; obligations of non-U.S. governments or their subdivisions, agencies and government-sponsored
enterprises; and obligations of international agencies or supranational entities, debt securities and other similar instruments
issued by various U.S. and non-U.S. public- or private-sector entities. PIMCO may seek to obtain market exposure to these
Fixed Income Instruments by entering into a series of purchase and sale contracts or by using other investment techniques
(such as buy backs or dollar rolls). PIMCO will seek maximum total return, consistent with preservation of capital and
prudent investment management by investing in a broad array of fixed income sectors and utilizing income efficient
implementation strategies.

Principal Risks

Since the Fund holds securities with fluctuating market prices, the value of the Fund’s shares varies as its portfolio securities
increase or decrease in value. Therefore, the value of your investment in the Fund could go down as well as up. You may
lose money by investing in the Fund. An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. The principal risks affecting the Fund that can cause a decline in
value are set forth below. The risks are ordered in alphabetical order after the first five risks, although the order of the risk
factors does not indicate the significance of any particular risk factor. Any additional risks associated with the Fund’s
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non-principal investments are described in the Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”). The SAI also provides
additional information about the risks associated with the Fund’s principal investments described herein.

Š Market Risk. The overall market may perform poorly or the returns from the securities in which the Fund invests
may underperform returns from the general securities markets, a particular securities market, or other types of
investments. A variety of factors can influence underperformance and can have a significant impact on the Fund
and its investments, including regulatory events, inflation, interest rates, government defaults, government
shutdowns, war, regional conflicts, acts of terrorism, social unrest, and recessions. In addition, the impact of any
epidemic, pandemic, natural disaster, spread of infectious illness or other public health issue, or widespread fear
that such events may occur, could negatively affect the global economy, as well as the economies of individual
countries, the financial performance of individual companies and sectors, and the markets in general in significant
and unforeseen ways. Any such impact could adversely affect the prices and liquidity of the securities and other
instruments in which the Fund invests, which in turn could negatively impact the Fund’s performance and cause
losses on your investment in the Fund.

Š Interest Rate Risk. The value of fixed income securities may decline because of increases in interest rates or rise
because of decreases in interest rates. The value of a fixed income security with greater duration will be more
sensitive to changes in interest rates than a similar security with shorter duration. Duration is a measure of the
sensitivity of the price of a fixed income security (or a portfolio of fixed income securities) to changes in interest
rates. The prices of fixed income securities with shorter duration generally will be less affected by changes in
interest rates than the prices of fixed income securities with greater duration. For example, a five-year duration
means the fixed income security is expected to decrease in value by 5% if interest rates rise 1% and increase in
value by 5% if interest rates fall 1% holding other factors constant. A low interest rate environment may present
greater interest rate risk, because there may be a greater likelihood of rates increasing and rates may increase more
rapidly. In certain interest rate environments, such as when real interest rates are rising faster than nominal interest
rates, inflation indexed bonds may experience greater losses than other fixed income securities with similar
durations.

Š Credit Risk. Credit risk is the risk that the issuer of a bond will fail to make payments when due or default
completely. If the issuer of the bond experiences an actual or anticipated deterioration in credit quality, the price
of the bond may be negatively impacted. The degree of credit risk depends on the financial condition of the issuer
and the terms of the bond. Credit risk for high yield securities, or “junk” bonds, is greater than for higher-rated
securities.

Š Derivatives Risk. An investment in derivatives (such as swaps, forward contracts, futures contracts, and
structured notes) may not perform as anticipated by the Sub-advisers, may not be able to be closed out at a
favorable time or price, or may increase the Fund’s volatility. Derivatives may create investment leverage so that
when a derivative is used as a substitute for or alternative to a direct cash investment, the transaction may not
provide a return that corresponds precisely with that of the cash investment, or when used for hedging purposes,
the derivative may not provide the anticipated protection, causing the Fund to lose money on both the derivative
and the exposure the Fund sought to hedge. Increases and decreases in the value of the Fund’s portfolio may be
magnified when the Fund uses leverage. Derivatives are also subject to correlation risk, which is the risk that
changes in the value of the derivative may not correlate perfectly with the underlying asset, rate or index. The
Fund’s use of derivatives is also subject to market risk, which is described above, and liquidity risk, which is
described below. The Fund’s use of swaps and forward contracts is also subject to the risk that the counterparty to
the swap and forward contract will default or otherwise fail to honor its obligations.

Š Active Management Risk. The Fund is actively managed with discretion and may underperform market indices,
including relevant benchmark indices, or other mutual funds with similar investment objectives.

Š Asset-Backed, Mortgage-Related, and Mortgage-Backed Securities Risk. Borrowers may default on the
obligations that underlie ABS, mortgage-related securities, and MBS. During periods of rising interest rates, the
Fund may be subject to extension risk and may receive principal later than it had expected, causing the Fund to
experience additional volatility. During periods of falling interest rates, ABS, mortgage-related securities, and
MBS may be called or prepaid, which may result in the Fund having to reinvest proceeds in other investments at a
lower interest rate. CMOs, MBS, ARMs, IOs, POs, and inverse floaters may be more volatile and may be more
sensitive to interest rate changes and prepayments than other mortgage-related securities. The impairment of the
value of the collateral underlying a security in which the Fund invests (due, for example, to non-payment of loans)
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may result in a reduction in the value of the security. The risk of default, as described under “Credit Risk,” for
privately-issued and sub-prime mortgages is generally higher than for other types of MBS. The structure of some
of these securities may be complex, and there may be less available information than other types of debt
securities. In addition, ABS such as CLOs and CDOs present credit risks that are not presented by MBS. This is
because ABS generally do not have the benefit of a security interest in collateral that is comparable in quality to
mortgage assets. If the issuer of an ABS defaults on its payment obligations, there is the possibility that, in some
cases, the Fund will be unable to possess and sell the underlying collateral and that the Fund’s recoveries on
repossessed collateral may not be available to support payments on the security.

Š Convertible Securities Risk. The value of a convertible security will generally decline as interest rates increase
and increase as interest rates decline. Convertible securities are also subject to credit risk. In addition, because
convertible securities are generally convertible to the issuer’s common stock, convertible security prices will
normally fluctuate as prices of the common stock increase or decline.

Š Corporate Debt Securities Risk. Corporate debt securities respond to economic developments, especially
changes in interest rates, as well as perceptions of the creditworthiness and business prospects of individual
issuers.

Š Counterparty Risk. When the Fund enters into an investment contract, such as a derivative or a repurchase
agreement, the Fund is exposed to the risk that the other party may be unable or unwilling to fulfill its obligations,
which could adversely impact the value of the Fund.

Š Currency Risk. As a result of the Fund’s investments in securities or other investments denominated in, and/or
receiving revenues in, foreign currencies, the Fund will be subject to currency risk. Currency risk is the risk that
foreign currencies will decline in value relative to the U.S. dollar, adversely affecting the value of the Fund.

Š Floating Rate Securities Risk. The Fund may invest in obligations with interest rates that are reset periodically.
Although the prices of floating rate securities are generally less sensitive to interest rate changes than comparable
quality fixed rate instruments, the value of floating rate securities may decline if the floating rate securities’
interest rates do not rise as quickly, or as much, as general interest rates.

Š Foreign Securities Risk (including Emerging Markets Risk). The risks of investing in foreign securities,
including those in emerging markets, can increase the potential for losses in the Fund and may include currency
risk, political and economic instability, additional or fewer government regulations, less publicly available
information, limited trading markets, differences in financial reporting standards, fewer protections for passive
investors, and less stringent regulation of securities markets. In addition, periodic U.S. Government prohibitions
on investments in issuers from certain foreign countries may require the Fund to sell such investments at
inopportune times, which could result in losses to the Fund. The risks associated with international investing will
be greater in emerging markets than in more developed foreign markets because, among other things, emerging
markets may have less stable political and economic environments.

Š High Yield Securities Risk. High yield, or “junk,” securities involve greater risks of default or downgrade and
are more volatile than investment grade securities because the prospect for repayment of principal and interest of
many of these securities is speculative. High yield securities also may be less liquid than higher quality
investments. These securities may offer higher returns, but there is no guarantee that an investment in these
securities will result in a high rate of return.

Š Inflation-Linked Securities Risk. The value of inflation-linked securities is expected to change in response to
changes in real interest rates (the market rate of interest less the anticipated rate of inflation). Real interest rates
change over time as a result of many factors, such as currency exchange rates, central bank monetary policies and
general economic conditions. In general, the price of an inflation-linked security tends to decline when real
interest rates increase. Unlike conventional bonds, the principal and interest payments of inflation-protected
securities such as TIPS are adjusted periodically to a specified rate of inflation (e.g. the Consumer Price Index (the
“CPI”)). There can be no assurance that the inflation index used will accurately measure the actual rate of
inflation. These securities may lose value in the event that the actual rate of inflation is different than the rate of
the inflation index. Repayment of the original bond principal upon maturity (as adjusted for inflation) is
guaranteed in the case of TIPS. For bonds that do not provide a similar guarantee, the adjusted principal value of
the bond repaid at maturity may be less than the original principal.
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Š Investment Company and Exchange Traded Fund Risk. An investment company, including an ETF, in which
the Fund invests may not achieve its investment objective or execute its investment strategies effectively. Large
purchase or redemption activity by shareholders of such an investment company might negatively affect the value
of the investment company’s shares. The Fund must also pay its pro rata portion of an investment company’s fees
and expenses.

Š Investment Strategy Risk. There is no assurance the Fund’s investment objective will be achieved. Investment
decisions may not produce the expected results. The value of the Fund may decline, and the Fund may
underperform other funds with similar objectives or strategies.

Š Issuer-Specific Risk. The value of an individual security or particular type of security can be more volatile than,
and can perform differently from, the market as a whole or other similar securities.

Š LIBOR Replacement Risk. The elimination of the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) may adversely
affect the interest rates on, and value of, certain Fund investments for which the value is tied to LIBOR. The U.K.
Financial Conduct Authority has announced that it intends to stop compelling or inducing banks to submit LIBOR
rates after 2021. The publication of LIBOR on a representative basis ceased for the one-week and two-month U.S.
dollar LIBOR settings immediately after December 31, 2021 and is expected to cease for the remaining U.S.
dollar LIBOR settings immediately after June 30, 2023. Alternatives to LIBOR are established or in development
in most major currencies, including the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”), which is intended to replace
U.S. dollar LIBOR. Markets are slowly developing in response to these new rates. Questions around liquidity
impacted by these rates, and how to appropriately adjust these rates at the time of transition, remain a concern for
the Fund. Accordingly, it is difficult to predict the full impact of the transition away from LIBOR on the Fund
until new reference rates and fallbacks for both legacy and new products, instruments and contracts are
commercially accepted.

Š Liquidity Risk. Low trading volume, a lack of a market maker, or contractual or legal restrictions may limit the
Fund’s ability to value securities or prevent the Fund from selling securities or closing derivative positions at
desirable times or prices.

Š Loan Risk. Bank loans (including through both assignments and participations) often involve borrowers with low
credit ratings whose financial conditions are troubled or uncertain, including companies that are highly leveraged
or in bankruptcy proceedings. Loans typically have less liquidity than investment grade bonds and there may be
less public information available about them as compared to bonds. The Fund may also enter into, or acquire
participations in, delayed funding loans and revolving credit facilities, in which a lender agrees to make loans up
to a maximum amount upon demand by the borrower during a specified term. These commitments may have the
effect of requiring the Fund to increase its investment in a company at a time when it might not otherwise decide
to do so (including at a time when the company’s financial condition makes it unlikely that such amounts will be
repaid).

Š Mezzanine Securities Risk. The Fund may invest in certain high yield securities known as mezzanine securities,
which are subordinated debt securities generally issued in private placements in connection with an equity security
(e.g., with attached warrants). Mezzanine investments may be issued with or without registration rights.
Mezzanine investments are usually unsecured and subordinate to other obligations of the issuer.

Š Mortgage Dollar Roll Risk. The use of mortgage dollar rolls is a speculative technique involving leverage and
can have an economic effect similar to borrowing money for investment purposes. Mortgage dollar roll
transactions involve the risk that the market value of the securities the Fund is required to purchase may decline
below the agreed upon repurchase price of those securities. If the broker-dealer to whom the Fund sells securities
becomes insolvent, the Fund’s right to purchase or repurchase securities may be restricted. Successful use of
mortgage dollar rolls may depend upon a Sub-adviser’s ability to correctly predict interest rates and prepayments.

Š Multi-Manager and Multi-Style Management Risk. The Fund allocates its assets to multiple Sub-advisers
believed to have complementary styles. These investment styles, at times, may not be complementary and could
result in more exposure to certain types of securities. Because portions of the Fund’s assets are managed by
different Sub-advisers using different styles, the Fund could engage in overlapping or conflicting securities
transactions. Overlapping transactions could lead to multiple Sub-advisers purchasing the same or similar
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securities at the same time, potentially leading to the Fund holding a more concentrated position in these
securities. Conversely, certain Sub-advisers may be purchasing securities at the same time other Sub-advisers may
be selling those same securities, which may lead to higher transaction expenses compared to a fund using a single
investment management style.

Š Portfolio Turnover Risk. The Fund may buy and sell investments frequently resulting in higher transaction costs,
including brokerage commissions. Frequent transactions may increase the amount of capital gains (in particular,
short-term gains) realized by the Fund. Shareholders may pay tax on such capital gains.

Š Prepayment and Extension Risk. When interest rates fall, issuers of high interest debt obligations, as well as
issuers of callable bonds, may pay off the debts earlier than expected (prepayment risk), and the Fund may have to
reinvest the proceeds at lower yields. When interest rates rise, issuers of lower interest debt obligations may pay
off the debts later than expected (extension risk), thus keeping the Fund’s assets tied up in lower interest debt
obligations.

Š Privately Issued Securities Risk. Investments in privately issued securities (e.g., Rule 144A securities) may be
less liquid than in publicly traded securities. Although these securities may be resold in privately negotiated
transactions, the prices realized from these sales could be less than those originally paid by the Fund or less than
what may be considered the fair value of such securities. Furthermore, companies with securities that are not
publicly traded are not subject to the disclosure and other investor protection requirements that might be
applicable if the securities were publicly traded.

Š Redemption Risk. The Fund may experience losses or realize taxable gains when selling securities to meet
redemption requests. This risk is greater for larger redemption requests or redemption requests during adverse
market conditions.

Š Regulatory and Judicial Risk. The regulation of security markets, transactions and portfolio companies is
subject to change. Such regulatory changes and judicial actions could have a substantial adverse effect on the
Fund’s performance.

Š Reinvestment Risk. Cash flows from fixed income securities are generally reinvested at current market rates. A
decline in market rates may result in less attractive reinvestment opportunities and affect the Fund’s ability to
meet its investment objective.

Š Sovereign Debt Risk. Investments in non-U.S. sovereign debt securities can involve a high degree of risk,
including the risk that the governmental entity that controls the repayment of sovereign debt may not be willing or
able to repay the principal and/or to pay the interest on its sovereign debt in a timely manner.

Š Structured Notes Risk. Structured notes are specially-designed derivative debt instruments in which the terms
may be structured by the purchaser and the issuer of the note. The Fund bears the risk that the issuer of the
structured note will default. Structured notes may be leveraged, increasing the volatility of each structured note’s
value relative to the change in the reference measure. The Fund also bears the risk of loss of its principal
investment and periodic payments expected to be received for the duration of its investment. In addition, a liquid
market may not exist for the structured notes.

Š Trust Preferred and Bank Capital Securities Risk. Trust preferred securities (and bank capital securities that
take the form of trust preferred securities) are preferred stocks issued by a special purpose trust subsidiary backed
by subordinated debt of the corporate parent. Trust preferred securities are subject to unique risks, due to the fact
that dividend payments will only be paid if interest payments on the underlying obligations are made, which
interest payments are dependent on the financial condition of the parent corporation and may be deferred for up to
20 consecutive quarters. Such risks include increased credit risk and market value volatility, as well as the risk
that a Fund may have to liquidate other investments in order to satisfy the distribution requirements applicable to
regulated investment companies if the trust preferred security or the subordinated debt is treated as an original
issue discount obligation, and thereby causes the Fund to accrue interest income without receiving corresponding
cash payments. There is also the risk that the underlying obligations, and thus the trust preferred securities, may
be prepaid after a stated call date or as a result of certain tax or regulatory events, resulting in a lower yield to
maturity.
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Š U.S. Government Securities Risk. U.S. government obligations are affected by changes or expected changes in
interest rates, among other things. While U.S. Treasury obligations are backed by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. government, such obligations are still subject to credit risk. Securities issued or guaranteed by federal
agencies or authorities or U.S. government sponsored instrumentalities or enterprises may or may not be backed
by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government. Moreover, some securities are neither insured nor guaranteed
by the U.S. government. The U.S. Department of the Treasury has the authority to provide financial support to
certain of these debt obligations, but no assurance can be given that the U.S. government will do so.

Š When-Issued, Delayed Delivery, and Forward Commitment Transactions Risk. When-issued transactions,
delayed delivery purchases, and forward commitments involve a risk of loss if the value of the securities declines
prior to the settlement date. Therefore, these transactions may result in a form of leverage and increase the Fund’s
overall investment exposure. When the Fund has sold a security on a when-issued, delayed delivery, or forward
commitment basis, the Fund does not anticipate future gains or losses with respect to the security. These
transactions are also subject to counterparty risk, which is described above.

Performance

The accompanying bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the Fund. The bar chart shows
changes in the Fund’s year-to-year performance and the table shows how the Fund’s average annual total returns for one and
five years and since inception compared to that of a broad measure of market performance. The performance information
shown here reflects only Fund performance and does not reflect annual program or administrative fees you may be charged
for participating in Advisory Solutions. See the Fund’s website www.bridgebuildermutualfunds.com/literature for updated
performance information. The Fund’s past performance (before and after taxes) is not necessarily an indication of how the
Fund will perform in the future.

Year-by-Year Total Returns
Calendar Year Ended December 31

15%

10%

5%

0%

-5%

3.40% 4.19%

9.38%

0.31%

-0.31%

9.47%

2016 20212020201920182017

Quarterly Returns

Highest (quarter ended June 30, 2020) 5.69%

Lowest (quarter ended December 31, 2016) -2.65%

The performance information shown above is based on a calendar year. The Fund’s performance (before taxes) from 1/1/22
to 9/30/22 was -14.62%.

Average Annual Total Returns

After-tax returns are calculated using the historical highest individual marginal income tax rates and do not reflect the
impact of state and local taxes. Actual after-tax returns depend on the investor’s tax situation and may differ from those
shown. The after-tax returns shown are not relevant to investors who hold their shares through tax-deferred arrangements
such as 401(k) plans or individual retirement accounts.
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Average Annual Total Return as of December 31, 2021

1 Year 5 Years
Since Inception

(7/13/15)

Return Before Taxes -0.31% 4.52% 4.04%

Return After Taxes on Distributions -1.23% 2.99% 2.59%

Return After Taxes on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares -0.15% 2.83% 2.48%

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (reflects no deduction for fees,
expenses or taxes) -1.54% 3.57% 3.32%

The Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index measures the broad market for U.S. dollar-denominated investment grade fixed-rate taxable bond market.
Index returns reflect the change in value, principal payments and interest of bonds in the index. The Fund’s portfolio holdings may differ significantly from
the securities held in the relevant index and, unlike a mutual fund, the performance of an unmanaged index does not reflect deductions for transaction costs,
taxes, management fees or other expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index.

Fund Management

Olive Street Investment Advisers, LLC is the investment adviser for the Fund.

Sub-advisers and Portfolio Managers

The Adviser allocates Fund assets for each investment strategy to the following Sub-advisers, which allocations may be
adjusted at any time:

BlackRock

Portfolio Managers Position with BlackRock
Length of Service

to the Fund
Rick Rieder Chief Investment Officer of Fixed Income, Fundamental

Portfolios, Head of the Corporate Credit Group, and Portfolio
Manager

Since October 2021

Bob Miller* Managing Director and Portfolio Manager Since October 2021
David Rogal Managing Director and Portfolio Manager Since October 2021
Chi Chen Director and Portfolio Manager Since February 2023
* Effective March 31, 2023, Mr. Miller will no longer serve as a portfolio manager to the portion of the assets of the Fund managed

by BlackRock. Accordingly, effective March 31, 2023, all references and information herein related to Mr. Miller are hereby
deleted in their entirety.

Loomis Sayles

Portfolio Managers Position with Loomis Sayles
Length of Service

to the Fund
Matthew J. Eagan, CFA Executive Vice President and Portfolio Manager Since Inception
Brian P. Kennedy Vice President and Portfolio Manager Since Inception
Elaine M. Stokes Executive Vice President and Portfolio Manager Since Inception

MetWest

Portfolio Managers Position with MetWest
Length of Service

to the Fund
Laird Landmann President, Generalist Portfolio Manager Since Inception
Stephen Kane, CFA Co-Chief Investment Officer, Group Managing Director,

Generalist Portfolio Manager
Since Inception

Bryan Whalen, CFA Co-Chief Investment Officer, Group Managing Director,
Generalist Portfolio Manager

Since Inception
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PIMCO

Portfolio Managers Position with PIMCO
Length of Service

to the Fund
Alfred Murata Managing Director and Portfolio Manager Since May 2017
Daniel Ivascyn Group Chief Investment Officer, Managing Director and

Portfolio Manager
Since May 2017

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares

Fund shares are currently available to investors participating in Advisory Solutions, an investment advisory program or
asset-based fee program sponsored by Edward D. Jones & Co., L.P. (“Edward Jones”), as well as current and former
Trustees of the Trust. Advisory Solutions investors may purchase and sell or redeem Fund shares only from Edward Jones
through Advisory Solutions. Current and former Trustees of the Trust may purchase and sell or redeem shares directly.
There are no initial or subsequent minimum purchase amounts for the Fund. You may purchase or redeem shares of the
Fund on any day the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) is open.

Tax Information

The Fund’s distributions will normally be taxed as ordinary income or capital gains. Distributions on investments made
through tax-deferred arrangements may be taxed later upon withdrawal of assets from those accounts.
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